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There is different management training courses being conducted by different organizations for their
employees. These training programs  differ in many ways when compared to regular MBA or BBA
courses. The first major difference is the time factor. Management training for corporate officials is
mainly short term courses. These types of training programs have duration of 3 to 4 months. In the
worst of scenarios, the training program can extend up to 6 months, not more than that.

Six Sigma was developed in the year of 1986 by Motorola. It is a business management strategy. It
is one of the most widely followed business management strategies in the world. The strategy
revolves round a set of statistical methods and helps in creating a certain infrastructure for
employees of an organization. Six Sigma focuses on serious cost reduction while healthy increase
in overall profit percentage.

Lean training process is one of the 6 sigma strategies. It focuses strongly on the identification &
elimination of useless and extraneous steps in an ongoing process. According to this process, any
business need to definitely solve certain problems such as  restriction in manufacturing methods,
retaining customers, enhancing quality, and attracting new customers etc in certain manner.
Implementation of lean procedure takes place within the basic structure of DMAIC. It is also
supplemented with other 6 Sigma tools. DMAIC refers to DEFINE MEASURE ANALYZE IMPROVE
& CONTROL.

To understand lean training process, it is necessary to learn about overlaying goals related to waste
reduction. It is advisable not to focus on the form; but simply concentrate on one basic fact i.e.
waste needs to be eliminated.

When undergoing lean training certification program, there will be 5 basic areas that are explored.
These are control processes, process improvement, data analysis and root cause identification,
measuring and collecting data, and defining and prioritizing problems.

Lean training can be extremely effective if attended sincerely. It is one of the most important phases
of 6 Sigma and can be quite beneficial in analyzing and solving different business management
jargons.
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For more information on a management training courses, check out the info available online; these
will help you learn to find the a lean training!
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